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Reflexive algebras play a central role in the study of general operator algebras. 
For a reflexive algebra the associated invariant subspace lattice has structural 
importance analogous to that of the algebraic commutant in the study of 
*-algebras. Tomita’s tensor product commutation theorem can be restated in the 
form Alg(Yr @ Yz) = Alg 9, @ Alg ip, where each < is a reflexive ortho-lattice. 
This same formula is proved (for n-fold tensor products) in the setting when each 
g is a nest. Thus, in particular, a tensor product of nest algebras is again a 
reflexive algebra. Lance has shown that the Hochschild cohomology of nest 
algebras vanishes; modifications of his arguments show that cohomology vanishes 
for arbitrary CSL algebras whose lattices are generated by finitely many 
independent nests. This appears to be the strongest possible result in this direction. 
The class of irreducible tridiagonal algebras with finite-width commutative lattices 
is investigated and it is shown that these algebras have nontrivial first cohomology. 
Finally, it is shown that if Y is a finite-width commutative subspace lattice and .X 
is the set of compact operators then the quasitriangular algebra Alg i” + .iy is 
closed in the norm topology. This extends to arbitrary finite-width CSL algebras a 
result obtained for nest algebras by Fall, Arveson, and Muhly. 
* This research was partially supported by grants from the National Science Foundation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A reflexive operator algebra is an algebra of the form Alg Y, where Y( is 
a family of (orthogonal) projections and Alg 9 is the collection of ail 
operators which leave invariant each projection in 2’. When Y is closed 
under orthogonal complementation, Alg 9 is a von Neumann algebra. In the 
general theory of operator algebras, the reflexive algebras should be expected 
to play a role somewhat analogous to the role of von Neumann algebras in 
the study of *-algebras. 
For reflexive operator algebras the pairing (Alg I;/‘, Y) replaces the 
pairing (-,&,M’) for von Neumann algebras. As an example of the type of 
translation which can be made, consider Tomita’s tensor product 
commutation theorem: (4 @ LA%Z)’ = .M; 0 .Hi. Let 2; be the lattice of all 
projections in LJ, so that Xi = Alg q, i = 1, 2. If Y, @ 9; denotes the 
subspace lattice generated by all elementary tensors of the form P, @ P2. 
Pi E q, then z @ pZ generates +$ @.A? as a von Neumann algebra. 
Consequently, (4 0.X;)’ = Alg(Y; @ 2;). Thus the tensor product 
commutation theorem may be rewritten in the form Alg(Y< 19 I/:) = 
Alg x @ Alg Y1. 
The formulation Alg(g{ @ gZ) = Alg 9; @ Alg -;“I makes sense for 
arbitrary subspace lattices, and so the question of its validity in some degree 
of generality is raised. A universal result would imply that tensor products of 
reflexive algebras are reflexive. The purpose of Section 2 is to show that this 
relation holds for nests. The key to the main result is Proposition 2.4 which 
can be interpreted as a line structure result for finite tensor products of 
complete nests. 
Formally, a subspace lattice is a strongly closed lattice of projections on 
H which contains 0 and 1. A CSL-algebra is a reflexive algebra whose 
lattice consists of mutually commuting projections. The most extensive 
results known pertain to a special class of CSL-algebras, the nest algebras. 
Some of these results extend to broader classes of commutative subspace 
lattices, generally to classes which are related in some fashion to nests. The 
broadest such class is the finite-width lattice: a lattice hasfinite-width if it is 
generated by finitely many nests. (And more specifically, a lattice has width 
n if it is generated by n nests and if it cannot be generated by fewer than n 
nests.) A smaller class is obtained by insisting that the nests be independent. 
(Independence means that the product of nonzero intervals. one taken from 
each nest, is again nonzero.) As will be noted later, tensor products of nests 
form an even more special class. Thus we have. in descending order of 
generality, the following classes of lattices and their corresponding reflexive 
algebras: commutative subspace lattices, finite-width lattices, finite-width 
lattices generated by independent nests, tensor products of nests, and nests. 
When a theorem about nest algebras cannot be proven for all reflexive 
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algebras, it becomes appropriate to ask if it can be extended at all, and, if it 
can, to which class of algebras. For example, a theorem of Erdos [6] 
concerning strong density of the finite rank operators in the unit ball of a 
nest algebra extends to tensor products of nest algebras, but fails, by an 
example of Laurie [ 131, to extend to arbitrary algebras with finite-width 
lattices generated by independent nests. Lance has proven that cohomology 
vanishes for nest algebras [ 121. This proof extends to show that cohomology 
vanishes in the finite-width independent case (see Section 3). In contrast to 
this, in Section 4 we investigate a class of width-two CSL algebras, the 
irreducible tridiagonal algebras, which exhibit nontrivial first cohomology. 
For any ultraweakly closed algebra 5Y containing the simple tridiagonal 
algebra &’ we explicitly compute P(zZ, 3). We also compute first 
cohomology with coefficients in the compact operators for tensor products of 
nest algebras and for simple tridiagonal algebras. 
The study of quasitriangularity has had an important impact both on 
single operator theory and on the theory of operator algebras. Compact 
perturbations of nest algebras-the quasitriangular algebras-have become 
objects of rather intensive investigation. Recent results of Andersen [ 191 
indicate that the internal structure of such an algebra can be much richer 
than previously suspected. The theorem that these algebras are norm closed 
was proven by Fall, Arveson, and Muhly [7], and this was extended to 
compact perturbations of certain CSL algebras described in measure- 
theoretic terms involving the Arveson representation by Laurie [ 141. The 
structure of a compactly perturbed algebra J/ +<X relates to the internal 
structure of ~2 via the isomorphism XZ’ + Xl,X z J/&’ n X. If .x? + X is 
known to be norm closed this is a continuous isomorphism of Banach 
algebras and so permits transfer of structural information from the image of 
lop in the Calkin algebra to a quotient of &’ by a proper ideal. The purpose 
of Section 5 is to prove that compact perturbations of arbitrary finite-width 
CSL algebras are closed. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let Y be a commutative subspace lattice. If P, Q 6 9 with Q < P, then 
the projection E = P - Q is called an interval from 9. If E has the further 
property that it is either a subprojection of, or orthogonal to, each projection 
in 9, then E is called an atom from Y. Note that if E is an atom from .Y, 
then E.-%(AY)E c Alg 4a. A projection which is a finite sum of mutually 
orthogonal intervals is called a simple projection from 9. It should be noted 
that intervals, atoms, and simple projections from 5? are generally not 
elements of 9. They do belong to the complemented lattice generated by 9 
(no closure or completion); indeed, the set of simple projections coincides 
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with the complemented lattice generated by 9’ ] 10, Proposition 5). The von 
Neumann algebra generated by 9 is the core and denoted by %$. If 
.@’ = Alg Y the von Neuman algebra sf C-I .i3* is the diagonal of .E9 and is 
denoted by GJY. Moreover gY= GY’$. 
If 9 is a nest and P E 9, let P_ = V {Q E Y’ 1 Q < P). Either Pm = P, in 
which case P has no immediate predecesor in Y, or P_ is the immediate 
predecessor of P. In the latter case, P-P_ is an atom from Y. We shall 
need frequently to refer to the orthogonal complement of P. . As a 
notational convenience, we let P’ denote Pi throughout the paper. 
Let E and F be two simple projections from Y’. We write E < F provided 
fM(Z)F c Alg 9. Now suppose that E is an interval of the form 
E = P - Q, P, Q E 9, Q < P. In general, E may be written as a difference of 
two projections in Y’ in many ways; if, however, Y’ is a nest then E uniquely 
determines P and Q. Let F = R - S, S < R, R, S E 5“ be a second interval 
from the nest Y’. Then E < F if and only if Pm < S. 
There is a representation theorem for commutative s&space lattices, 
proven by Arveson in [I], which provides considerable insight into these 
lattices. Examples of commutative subspace lattices may be created as 
follows. Let X be a compact metric space and let < be a partial order on .Y 
whose graph is closed in XX X. (The order is transitive and reflexive; one 
does allow, for convenience, the possibility that x < J’ and y < x for distinct 
.Y and y.) Let p be a finite Bore1 measure on X. Let .X = L’(X, p). A Bore1 
subset E of X is said to be increasing if x E E. x < 4’ implies 4’ E E. If E is a 
Bore1 subset of X, let PE denote the projection on ,-z?(r) which corresponds 
to multiplication by the characteristic function of E. Let Y(X, <, p) = 
{PE 1 E is an increasing Bore1 subset of X}. Then 2,(X, <,,D) is a 
commutative subspace lattice. Arveson’s representation theorem states that 
every commutative subspace lattice is unitarily equivalent to a subspacc 
lattice of the form Y(X, <, y). 
It is natural to ask how the representation for a tensor product of two 
commutative subspace lattices compares with the representations of the 
factors. The answer, as will be seen in Section 2, is very simple: one takes 
the Cartesian product of the two compact metric spaces, the product order. 
and the product measure. 
Arveson’s representation theorem is of much greater utility in the theory 
of reflexive operator algebras than would be indicated by a catalog of only 
those theorems which depend upon it for their proofs. For example, neither 
Proposition 2.4 nor Theorem 2.6 in Section 2 uses the representation theorem 
in their proofs; the representation theorem was indispensible, however. for 
the discovery of those proofs. Furthermore, our initial motivation for 
studying tensor products arose from the consideration of an example of the 
form 2’ = 9(X, 6, p). Take for X the unit square in 17 *, for < the product 
order, and for p the Lebesgue measure. The desire to decompose Alg Y into 
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simpler constituents led naturally to the theorem Alg(Pi 0 PI) = 
Alg 4p, @ Alg Y2, for Pi and P2 nests. 
In his initial paper on nest algebras, Ringrose [18] made particularly 
effective use of the rank one operators in a nest algebra. We shall have 
occasion to do the same here. The standard notation x 0 y for the operator 
(X @ y)u = (u, x>y will be used in this paper except in the section involving 
tensor products of algebras. To avoid confusion, we will use ad hoc 
notations in that section. 
In [ 181, Ringrose gave necessary and sufficient conditions for a rank one 
operator x @ y to be in a nest algebra Alg 9: x 0 y E Alg Y if and only if 
there is a projection P E 2P such that y E P and x E p. (Recall that p = P? .) 
This lemma may be adapted to CSL algebras with finite width; the adap- 
tation will prove useful in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let PI ,..., Y* be a set of mutually commuting nests acting 
on a Hilbert space 27 Let ip = g, V ... V Yn. Let x and y belong to R. 
Then x @ y E Alg Y if and only if there exist projections Pi E q, i = l,..., n, 
such thatyEn~=,PiandxEn~=,iii. 
Proof: Suppose x 0 y E Alg P. Since it;: C_ 9, Alg 9 E Alg q, Thus 
x @ y E Alg q and, by Ringrose’s lemma, there is a projection Pi E q such 
that y E Pi and x E pi. This is valid for each i = l,..., n, whence y E nl= I Pi 
and x E nl=i pi. For the converse, if y E nl=i Pi and x E nl=, Pi then, in 
particular, y E Pi and x E pi. Ringrose’s lemma implies that x @ y E Alg .5$, 
for each i. Hence, x @ y E n F= i Alg q = Alg 9. 
Erdos [6] proves that the finite rank operators in the unit ball of a nest 
algebra &’ are strongly dense in its unit ball. This extends to a tensor 
product of nest algebras. Let d = &i @ ... @ -pu”, , where 4 are nest 
algebras and let (Kij}j”,, be a sequence of finite rank contractions in 4 
converging strongly to Ii. Then Kj = K, @ ..a @ K, is a sequence of finite 
rank contractions in .M’ which converges strongly to I, @ .a. 0 I,, . Conse- 
quently for a contraction A E _pP, the sequence of finite rank contractions A, 
converges trongly to A. 
This density property of nest algebras and tensor products does not extend 
to an algebra generated by independent nests. In [14] Laurie gives an 
example of a lattice generated by two independent, continuous nests for 
which the Hilbert-Schmidt operators in Alg 9 are neither strongly nor 
ultraweakly dense in Alg 9. In particular, then, the finite rank operators in 
the unit ball of Alg g are not strongly dense in the unit ball of Alg 9. 
The finite rank density property for a tensor product of nest algebras does 
imply by [ 71 that d + X is norm closed. In Section 5 we prove & + X is 
norm closed for a wider class of algebras. 
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2. TENSOR PRODUCTS 
For i= 1, 2,..., n, let 5$ be a subspace latice acting on a separable Hilbert 
space ,&. Let 4 denote the algebra Alg 9;. We define the tensor product, 
xc3 ... @ Yn, to be the smallest subspace lattice which contains the 
elementary tensors P, @ ... @ P, , where Pi E z. Similarly, I &, 0 . . . 84‘8 tiil 
is the weakly closed algebra generated by the elementary tensors 
T, @ ... ~3 T,,, where Ti f .4. The main purpose of this section is to show 
that if each 2; is a nest, then L&, @ ... @ <*dn is a reflexive algebra. As 
pointed out in the Introduction, this result is an analog of Tomita’s 
commutation theorem for tensor products of von Neumann algebras. 
In the event that each z is a commutative subspace lattice, .P< 3 ... :X; -t,, 
is also a commutative subspace lattice. For each i, Arveson’s representation 
theorem provides the existence of a compact metric space Xi, a finite Bore1 
measure pi on Xi. and a closed partial order < on Xi such that Yi is unitarily 
equivalent to Y’(Xi, pi, <). We can describe the representation for 
r/: @ ... (~)~asfollows.LetX=X,X...XX,,let~u=~X~..X~~bethe 
product measure, and let ,< be the product ordering on X. (So, (a, . . . . . a,) 6 
(b ,,..., 6,,) if and only if a, < bi for i = I ,.... ft.) 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Y{ @ . . . @ Lf$ is unitari[J~ equivalent o L/(X, p, ,<). 
Proof: It is sufftcient to assume that q = J(Xi,pui, <) and show that 
Y/; 0 . . . 0 I/;, = Y//(.x’, p, <). Let Ei be an increasing Bore1 subset of Xi and 
let Pi be the projection which corresponds to Ei. It is easy to check that 
E, x .+. x E, is an increasing Bore1 subset of X and that P, @ ... @ P,, is the 
projection which corresponds to E, X ... x E,. Hence P, 0 ... @ P,, E 
rr’(X.p, <), whenever each Pi E Y’(Xi, pi, <) so Y, @ -.. 3 Y,, s Y/(X. 6. p). 
To see the reverse inclusion let, for each i = l..... n, Ejk’ be a sequence of 
increasing Bore1 sets in Xi such that a, < bi if and only if xl.Jk)(ai) & 
Gus,, for all k. The sets G(k, ,..., k,) = Eikl’ x . . x Ej:n’ are increasing 
Bore1 subsets of X and x < y in X if and only if XGCk ,.,,,, k,J(x) < xCtk ,.,,,, k,,,(.r). 
for all (k, ,..., k,). Let P(k, ,..., k,) be the projection corresponding to 
G(k, ,.... k,). By Theorem 1.2.2 in [6], Y(X,p, <) is generated by the 
P(k 1 ,..., k,). But P(k, ,..., k,) = P, @ ... 0 Pk,, where P, is the projection in 
Y (Xi, pi, ,<) corresponding to E$. Thus Y(X, P. <) c G, 3 . , . @ L/i;, 
Before we give the main theorem in this section, we need to prove several 
preliminary results. 
LEMMA 2.2. For each i = l,..., M, let Pi E 1; and let fi be a rector 
in Pi such that [.$fi] =Pi. Then I(,w; @ . . . @.y;,)(f, 3 . . . of,)\ I; 
P, @ .‘* 0 P,. 
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Proof If g, is any vector in Pi then g, can be norm approximated by 
vectors of the form T,A, where Ti E 4. Hence g, @ . . . @ g, can be approx- 
imated by vectors of the form T, f, @ ... @ T, f, = (T, @ ..+ 0 T,) 
(fi @ . . . @ f,). Thus any vector of the form g, @ . . . @ g, with g, E Pi lies 
in [(&i @ . . . @ -pP,)(f, @ . . . @ f,)]. Since such vectors generate 
P, @ .** @P, we have P, @ ... @P, < [(dl @ a.. @ .xQ(f, @ ... Of,,)]. 
The reverse inequality is obvious. 
LEMMA 2.3. LetXi={l ,..., q],fori=l,..., n,andletX=nf=,Xi.Let 
S be a subset of X with the following property: ifaj < bj for j = I,..., n then S 
cannot contain both (a,,..., a,,) and (b,,..., 6,) as elements. Then S has 
cardinality at most nq”- I. 
Proof. ’ Note first that the set T consisting of all elements of X in which 
at least one coordinate is 1 has cardinality at most nq”-‘. Let 4: S + T be 
defined as follows: if a = (a ,,..., a4) E S and aj = min(a, ,..., a,1 then #(a) = 
(a, - aj + l,..., a4 - aj + 1). The hypothesis guarantees that 4 is one-to-one 
and the lemma follows. 
Remark. If each Xi = {l,..., qi} with qi < q then the lemma as stated 
remains true. The estimate is not the best possible, but it is adequate for our 
purpose and has the virtue of simplicity. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let 9, ,..., 5fn be nests. If L E Y, @ ... @I 5$, then 
L=V{P,~...~P,/P,~...~P,~L}. 
Proof. First observe that if Pi E g for i = l,..., n, and if T is an operator 
on 6 @ ... @Zn such that T=(P,o...OP,)T(~,O... @p,J, then T 
leaves invariant each projection in 9i @ . . . @ 9,. Indeed, if Qj E q, let Qj 
denote the elementary tensor whose jth factor is Qj and whose remaining 
factors are each the identity operator. It is easy to check that T leaves each 
Qj invariant and that the family of all Qj, j= l,..., n generates 
9y @ **. @L$. 
The second observation is that if L E ;” @ .. . @ 9n and 
L(F, 0 . . . 0 ii,) # 0, then P, @ . . . @ P, <L. To see this, let x be a nonzero 
vector in P, @ ..+@F,. SinceP,@ . . . @ p, is the norm closure of the linear 
span of elementary tensors whose coordinates lie in Pi, there is an 
elementary tensor 24, @ . . . @ U, (with ui E Pi) which is not orthogonal 
to x. For each i, choose a vector ui E Pi such that [zA+~] = Pi. (The 
proof of the existence of such ui is routine.) Then by Lemma 2.2, 
1 (J$ @ . . . @ %t4,)(ui @ .. . @ u,)] = P, @ . . + @ P,. Let T be given by Ty = 
(y, U, @ ... @ u,,) u1 @ .a. @ u,. By Lemma 1.1, T leaves g @ ..a 0 Pi 
’ Our original proof for Lemma 2.3 was quite complicated. We would like to thank Pat 
Moore for suggesting the proof given here. 
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invariant and TX is a nonzero scalar multiple of z’, @ ... $3 t’,, . In particular. 
L’, 0 .‘. @I u, E L, from which it follows that P, @ ... (+) P,, = 
[(.~;~...~.~~)(v,~“‘~u,)]~L. 
Fix a projection L E 2; @ . . f 6JFn. Let M=V{P,O...OP,,IPiEli 
and P, @ ... @ P, ,< L}. Clearly M < L. Let N = L -hf. We wish to prove 
that N = 0. Toward that end select, for each i, a unit separating vector hi for 
the von Neumann algebra generated by q. Let h = h, @ . . . @ h,. Then h is 
a separating vector for the von Neumann algebra generated bt 
/, @ ... 0 1:. Therefore, it will suffice to show that (Nh. h) = 0. 
To obtain an estimate for (Nh, h), fix an arbitrary positive integer k. Fol 
each i = I...., IZ, let /i consist of all those projections P in /; for which 
(Ph,, hi) = j/k, for some value of j = 0, l,..., k together with both members of‘ 
all those pairs P, Q in P’; in which P is the immediate predecessor of Q and 
(PA,. hi) is less than j/k and (Qhi, hi) is greater than j/k. for some 
j = I..... k - I. In this way we obtain a subnest of li which. since the map 
P --$ (Phi. hi; is one-to-one, has at most 2k elements. Let k, $- 1 be the 
cardinality of li’ and denote the elements of (I in ascending order b! 
0 = p(i) < p(i) < . . . ( p(i) = 1 
We” fix sbme furthe:’ notation. For each i. let Xi = { I,.... ki/ and let 
X = 1 [I’ , Xi. If a, E Xi, let E(i, ai) = Px’ - Pj[‘m , We shall refer to E( i, II, 1 
as an atom whenever P:,‘-, is the immediate predecessor in Ji of Pli’. 
Finally. if u = (a, . . . . . a,,) E X then D, = E( 1, a,) 5 ..’ ‘x‘ E(n. a,). 
Observe that (D,h, h) = fly_, (E(i, ui) hi, hi>. Now (E(i. ui) hi, hi) & l/X 
except possibly when E(i, ui) is an atom. Therefore. if none of the E(i, u,) are 
atoms, then (D,h, h) < l/kn. 
An application of the observation in the second paragraph of the proof 
shows that if LD, # 0 then Pb’,!, @ . . . (3 P1’!, < L. Further, for each index 
j for which E(j, ui) is an atom, we may replace Pi,:‘, by P:,j’ in the left-hand 
side of this inequality. 
Now let S = (a E X / ND, # 0). By the comment above, if a. b E X and 
a, < hi for j = I..... n then a and b cannot both be elements of S. (For a E S 
implies LD, # 0, which implies that D, < M.) Further, for each j for which 
E( j. ui) is an atom we may permit bj = uj and. with the strict inequality in 
the other indices, a and b cannot be elements of S. 
For each subset Y of { 1, 2,..., n) other than the whole set, let 
SF = (a E S ( E(i, ui) is an atom if, and only if, i E Y}. Let b E 1 Ii,, X,. Let 
Sy,h = (a E S,. ) a, = bi, i E Y). This set may be the empty set (it will. for 
example, if one of the E(i, bi) is not an atom). When it is not the empty set, 
it consists of those elements a E X for which the atoms amongst the E(i. ui) 
are precisely the list E(i, b,), i E Y. Note that S,. is the disjoint union of the 
s I .*, and S is the disjoint union of the Sy. The projections D,, a E X are 
pairwise mutually orthogonal. Set D = raEs D,. Then D is a projection and 
N < D, whence (Nh, h) < (Dh, h). 
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We shall compute (Dh, h) in pieces. Write D, = CaES,Da and 
DY,, = CasSy b D,. So D= CY D, and D,= Cb D,+,. The second sum is 
taken over ail b E nior Xi. The first sum is taken over all subsets of 
{L..., n} except the whole set. The whole set is excluded since any time each 
E(i, ai) is an atom it follows that D, is an atom for the lattice 
% 0 .a. @ Y”. In this case D, is either orthogonal to 9 or a subprojection 
of Y. It follows readily that ND, = 0. Now, let a E SY,b and let 
m = card(Y). 
= t il,S (E(i, ai> hi, hi)) (py (E(i, hi) hi, hi)) 
,< & (n (E(iT hi) hi, hi)) . 
icy 
The observations above and Lemma 2.3 assure us that the cardinality of Sv,6 
is at most (n - m)(2k)“-“-‘. Therefore, 
(Dy,bh, h) = c @ah ) 
aESY,b 
~ (n - m)(2k)“-“-’ 
k”-” n (E(iY bi) hi> h’ 
icy 14 
=(n-m)2”-m-’ 
k n CECi9 bi) hi, h’ iEY 
*J). 
For different values of b E niEy Xi, selected so that all E(i, bi) are atoms, 
the projections BieY E(i, bi) are disjoint atoms in the lattice gi,, q. Let 
h, = oiEY hi and observe that 
Therefore, (D, h, h) = Cb (D,,, h, h) < (n - m) 2”-“- l/k, and (Dh, h) = 
Cy (D,h, h) <A/k, where A is some positive integer which depends on n, 
but not on k. Since k is chosen arbitrarily, this shows that (Dh, h), and 
hence (Nh, h), can be made as small as desired. This proves that N = 0 and 
completes the proof of the proposition. 
In what follows, denote 9 = P1 @ . ..@P~and&=Alg~Y.wherethe~ 
are nests. 
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b%MA 2.5. Let xEq@ .a. @Pn and let E = I.w”‘x/, the smallest 
projection in 9 which contains x. Suppose that Pi and Qi belong to ii. 
that Pi < Qi, and that Q, @ ..’ @ Q, < E. Then there exist projections 
R,E q such that Pi < Ri, R,@ *.. @R,,<E, and ((R,-P,)@ .,. :Y; 
(R, - P,)>x # 0. 
ProojI The projection F = V{S, @ . . . @ S,, / si E 1, for all i. 
s, 0 ... @ S, < E, and, for at least one i, Si < Pi} is an element of ./ and a 
proper subprojection of E. Therefore (E - F)x# 0. But E-F= 
V((R,-P,)O..‘O(R,-P,)IR,E~, P,<Ri, and R,@... ‘@R,,<El. 
The lemma follows. 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 2.6. If each 2; is a nest then 
Alg 2; @ . . . @ Alg Y; = Alg(Y, @ ... @ y;,). 
ProoJ: Observe that Y./ has finite width (indeed, with n). Theorem 2.2.3 
of [ 11 yields the fact that Alg Y is the only ultraweakly closed algebra 
which contains a maximal abelian selfadjoint algebra and has Y as its lattice 
of invariant projections. Since each .< contains a masa, and a tensor product 
of masas is again a masa, M, @ . . - @Ed, contains a masa. Therefore it 
s&ices to prove that Lat(& @ +. @ C&n) = 2~. Each of the operators which 
generate ,d, @ ... @c&n leaves invariant each of the projections which 
generate .Y; therefore Lat(&r @ . . . @ .<?) I> Y. 
It remains to show that Lat(-&r @ . . . @ .@i) C 1’. Since any projection in 
Lat(,&, @ ..+ @.c3,) is a join of cyclic projections, it suffices to show that 
each cyclic projection in Lat(L&, @ ... @ ,dn) lies in I. So let x be an 
arbitrary vector in < @ . . . @ R; and let F = [ (,:ti; @ . . I @ Y,)S 1. Also, let 
E= 1,~/xl. Since -4 @ ... O-&n c .d, F < E. The proof will be complete 
when we show that E ,< F. Since E E Y’, E is a join of elementary tensors 
(Proposition 2.4), so we need only show that if Q, 0 . . @ Q,, < E. with each 
QiEqthen Q,@...@Q,<F. 
Some of the projections Qi have immediate predecessors in i/i: the 
remaining ones do not. For notational convenience we may assume, without 
loss of generality, that Q ,,..., Qk have immediate predecessors and that 
Q k+, ,..., Q, do not. (If no Qi has an immediate predecessor, read k = 0 and 
ignore l,..., k in the proof; if every Qi has an immediate predecessor, read 
k = n and ignore k + I,..., n.) Since Q, @ . .. @ Q, is the join of projections 
of the form Q,O...OQkOP,+,O...OP,, where P,<Q; for 
i = k + l,..., n, we need only prove that each projection of this form is a 
subprojection of F. For i = l,..., k, let Pi denote the immediate predecessor of 
Qi. An application of Lemma 2.5 yields projections Ri E Y, with 
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R, @ ..a @R,<E, such that Ri>Pi for each i and ((R,-P,)@...@ 
(R, - P,))x # 0. Choose vectors gi E R i - Pi such that g, 0 .a. 0 g, is not 
orthogonal to ((R, - P,) @ +.a @ (R, - P,))x. For i= l,..., k, let A be any 
nonzero vector in Qi - Pi. Note that [d&l = Qi for i = I,..., k. For- 
i = k + l,..., n, let fi be any vector in Pi such that [dfi] = Pi. For each 
i = I,..., n, let Si be the rank one operator defined by S,h, = (hi, g,)A, for 
h,~&. Each SiE4. Let S= S, @ ... 0 S,. It is routine to check 
that, for any yE&@ .a* OK, Sy= (y, g, 0 ... @ g,)f,@ . ..Of.,. 
Therefore, S((R, -P,) @ ..a @ (R, - P,))x is a nonzero multiple of 
f,@...@f,. Since S((R,-P,)O...O(R,-P,))EI~,O...O~~, this 
shows that f, @ ..a @ f, E [(zZ~ @ a.. @ .&Jx] = F. Consequently, 
[(M, @ . . . @ dn)(f, @ . . . @ f,)] < F. But by Lemma 2.2, [(L< @ . . . 0 J$) 
(f, @ . . . of,)] = Q, @ . . . 0 Q& Pk+] @ ..e @P,. This completes the 
proof. 
Remark. For i = I,..., n, let .4 = Alg q be a nest algebra, let 
Oi = &. n &T be the diagonal of Ai, and let q = 3; be the core of -$. Let 
sY=sp,@ .** @&n.Thenthediagonalof&l@=.. @&nisG,@...@9’, 
and the core is gi @ ‘. a 0 qn. This follows immediately from the facts that 
the core of a CSL algebra Alg 9 is the von Neumann algebra generated by 
the lattice 9 and the diagonal is the commutant of the core. 
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 2.6 we really used the ultraweak 
closure, rather than the weak closure, of Alg Yi 0 . . . @ Alg Yn. If we were 
to take ultraweak closures instead of weak closures in the definition of the 
tensor product of reflexive algebras, the result for nest algebras would be 
exactly the same. 
A complete lattice is said to be completely distributive if both the 
following identity and its dual hold for arbitrary index sets, 
Identity (*) and its dual are equivalent statements (see [ 171) so it is 
sufficient to check just one of them in order to prove that a lattice is 
completely distributive. Since every chain is completely distributive [2, 
p. 2321, it is plausible that a tensor product of nests is completely 
distributive. This is indeed the case, and we give a proof below. We should 
point out, however, that not all commutative subspace lattices are completely 
distributive. For example, a Boolean algebra is completely distributive if and 
only if it is atomic. In the proof of Proposition 2.7 we make use of 
Proposition 2.4. It would be desirable to have a direct (and simple) proof, 
since identity (*) could then be used to give a much quicker proof of 
Proposition 2.4 than the one given above. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. If S$ is a nest, i = I..... n. theu I, @ . . 18 J,, is 
completely distributive. 
ProoJ: We need only verify identity (*). Let L denote the projection on 
the left-hand side of (*) and R the projection on the right-hand side. It is 
automatic that R <L; we need to verify L < R. Since L is a join of 
elementary tensors, it suffices to prove that if P, E y;, for i = l..... II. and 
P, @ ... 0 p, s L, then P,@... @P,<R. Fix a subprojection 
P, @ *‘. @ P, of L and let Y = (i 1 P, has an immediate predecessor in 1,). 
If i E Y. let Qj = Pi ; if i @ Y, let Qj be an arbitrary projection in L/, with 
Qi < Pi. Let Ei = Pi- Qi, for all i. Also. let Si = Pi, for i E Y. and Sj = Qi. 
for i $ Y. Now, E, @ 
v Ed. 
..a @ E, < L, hence, for each cz E A. E, 81 .. @ E,, < 
flcn<, Consequently, for some 4(u) E 8, , (E, 8 . . . 0 E,,) E,,.,,, , % 0. 
If.uE(E,O...OE,)E,,,,,,x#OthenS,~...OS,,~[.,.i/,O...~.~~;,).~] 
(use Lemma 1.1). Consequently, S, @ .. . 0 S,, ,< E,,,,,, . Thus. 
s, 0 ‘.. 0 S,, < AaE,-( E,oCoj, whence S, ‘31 .‘* @ S,, < R. Note that 
P, @ .‘. @P,, = v{S, @ -a. @ S, 1 Si < P;, for i & Y\. It follows that 
P, i;;, ..’ 3 P,, < R and the identity is proven. 
3. COHOMOLOGY 
In I12 1 Lance proved that all cohomology spaces of a nest algebra are 
trivial when the coefficients lie in any altraweakly closed subalgebra of 
ti( X) which contains the nest algebra. This result was also obtained by 
Nielsen 1 IS] and generalized a result of Christensen for the first cohomology 
space [ 31. Following Lance’s proof, we show that this extends to an arbitrary 
CSL algebra whose lattice is generated by finitely many independent chains. 
This may be the strongest possible result in this direction, since by Section 4 
certain width two CSL algebras have nontrivial first cohomology. We also 
show in this section that the first cohomology space vanishes for a tensor 
product of nest algebras when the coefficients lie in the compact operators. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let y be a finite-width commutatice subspace lattice 
generated by independent chains q. Let &’ = Alg %’ and let .9 be am’ 
ultraweakly closed subalgebra of .9(Z) which contains .d. Then. for all n. 
H”(,d, ,i9) = 0. 
ProoJ We use standard terminology as in Lance [ 12). As pointed out in 
Lance [ 12 J and by Christensen 13 J, the proof reduces to the case in which 
.d = .~5%‘(~P’). We shall prove in detail those parts where modifications of 
Lance’s proof are necessary; the remainder we merely sketch. Fix, once and 
for all, a cocycle r~ in Z”(J, .9(Z)). We divide the proof that CJ is a 
coboundary into three steps: 
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(1) Let E be a projection in 9, let x be a unit vector, and assume that 
xOEyE~,forallyE~.Define~EC”-‘(~,~(~)as 
#(A 1 ,*.*, A.-,)y= (-l)no(Al,...,A.-l,xOEy)~ for all y E 3. 
A calculation shows that, for any A ,,..., &, E ,cP, a#(A, ,..., A,,) and 
4x4 I,..., A,) agree on E. 
(2) Let E, be an increasing net of projections in 9 which converges 
strongly to I, let x, be a net of unit vectors in GY, and assume 
x, @ E, y E d for all v and for all y E G?. Use the procedure in step (1) to 
construct a net 4, E C”- ‘(d, 9(R)). 
As in Lance’s argument, we may conclude that the net $, has a convergent 
subnet #,,- 4 in C ‘-I(&, 9(z)). (The topology is the topology of simple 
ultraweak convergence in C”-‘(&‘, 9’(R)).) 
For any V, c~$,(A i,..., A,,) agrees with o(A i ,..., A,,) on E,. In particular, if 
V~ > v, then @,,(A, ,..., A,) agrees with o(A, ,..., A,) on EuA, and hence on 
E,#. From this it follows that @(A, ,..., A,) agrees with u(A ,,..., A,) on each 
EuM. Since Eur -+ I, we have @(A, ,..., A,) = u(A, ,..., A,,). 
(3) Let J = (i ) Z has no immediate predecessor in 5$}. First suppose 
that .Z = 0. For each i = l,..., n, let Qi be the orthogonal complement of the 
immediate predecessor of Z in q. Since ik; ,..., Pn are independent nests, 
n;=, Qi#O. L t e x be a unit vector in ny=, Qi. Then by Lemma 1.1 
x @ y E -@‘, for all y E fl. Apply step (l), letting E = I, to see that u is a 
coboundary. 
It remains only to prove that u is a coboundary in the case when J # 0. 
We shall apply step (2). The Cartesian product N= nieJ (g\{Z)) is a 
directed set under the product order. For each v = (Pi)i,J in N, define 
E, = niEJPi. The net E, is increasing and converges trongly to I. For each 
i & .Z, let Qi be the orthogonal complement of the immediate predecessor to Z 
in q. The independence of the nests guarantees that, for each v = (Pi)iEJ, the 
projection (ni,, Qi)(niEJ P:) # 0. Let x, be a unit vector in this projection 
(If J = {l,..., n}, interpret ni,, Qi = Z.) Then Lemma 1.1 yields 
x, 0 E, y E &, for all v E N and for all y E R. Step (2) may now be applied 
to see that u is a coboundary. 
Cohomology for an algebra d with coefftcients in spaces which may not 
contain &’ and/or are not ultraweakly closed is also of interest and usually 
presents unique problems. The case when 9 is the space of compact 
operators is most often considered (4, 1 I]. Another interesting case involves 
letting 9 be the Jacobson radical of the algebra d. Here, as might be 
expected, the first cohomology space for a nest algebra even with finite nest 
is nontrivial. Seemingly much less tractable problems involve spaces of the 
form &’ +X, where X is the set of compact operators on the Hilbert space 
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p. Here questions remain open when J& is a nest algebra or a von 
Neumann algebra [ 111. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let .ssf be a finite tensor product of nest algebras. Then 
H’,d,.?) is trivial. 
Proof Let (q}r=, be nests, Y=YI/:@...@$, and .d=Alg/. In 
order to determine R’(&, .n) we need to observe that the cornmutant of ,:ti’ 
is trivial. For a CSL algebra the algebraic cornmutant .d’ is the von 
Neumann algebra generated by the reducing projections for .d in .i 19. 
Lemma 1.11. If nontrivial L, L’ E Y;, then by Proposition 2.4 there exist 
O# P, @ .*’ @P,<L and O#Q,@..s@Q,,<L-, where PiQi#O and 
Pi, Qi E q. This is impossible since 0 # P, Q, @ ... @ P, Q, < LL 1 = 0. 
Let 6 be a I-cocycle, that is, a continuous derivation of .d into i;‘. By 
Theorem 3.1 6 = 6, for some T E am!?. Thus 6,(A) = A T - TA E .R for 
all A; hence T is in the essential cornmutant of .Y’. We may assume one of 
the spaces, say e, is infinite dimensional. Let .:jl be the algebra 
Alg(.q) @ I, @ . . . @ I,. The algebra ,d, is a nest subalgebra of a von 
Neumann algebra with respect to the nest 2; @ I, @ ... @ I, and the von 
Neumann algebra .9(-q) @ I, 0 ... @I Zn. Since T essentially commutes 
with .?J, Theorem 6.3 in [S] yields T= (I, @ S,) + K. where 
S, E $( Fi @ .+. @ p”) and .R- is compact on V. 
Let I, @A, E I, @ Alg(g*) @ . .. @ Alg(Yn) c &“. Then I, @ (S2A2 - 
A,S,) = (Z, @ S,)(Z, 0 A,) - (I, 0 A2)(Z1 @ S,) is compact. Since p, is 
infinite dimensional we may conclude that S? commutes with Az. By the first 
paragraph of the proof we conclude that S, = 1(Z, @ ... @ I,,) and hence 
T= AZ + K, where Z is the identity on 1. Therefore, Z’(.V”. J’ ) 
B ’ (. M’, 3) = 0. 
Remark 3.3. The above proof characterizes the essential cornmutant ot 
Alg 1; 0 ... \“) Alg Y< = ,d as U +.YY. Moreover, as we noted above 
,d’ = Q:Z and thus ess comm X/ is ,&’ f 77. For many CSL algebras 
ess comm .d is not ~2’ +,X. However, this characterization holds in all 
known cases for von Neumann algebras (cf. 14, 8, 11 I). 
4. TRIDIAGONAL ALGEBRAS 
In this section we investigate the class of tridiagonal CSL algebras. We 
show that irreducible algebras in this class have nontrivial first cohomology. 
For a subclass called simple tridiagonal algebras we completely determine 
H’(&, L9?), where .9 is any ultraweakly closed algebra containing .&‘. These 
CSL algebras illustrate some of the pathology which lies close to the surface 
when studying CSL algebra structure. Moreover, the results of this section 
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suggest that cohomology may be an important structure invariant for CSL 
algebras. 
An algebra d is tridiagonal if there exists a countable partition {Ei} of H 
so that every A E J is block tridiagonal with respect to the sequence 
E, , E, ,... . That is, we require AE, G Eiel @E, @ Ei+l for all i and all 
A E &‘. For every tridiagonal CSL algebra & (and even algebras which are 
in a sense n-diagonal) one can obtain a tridiagonal partition for & from 
among intervals in Lat J. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let J be a CSL algebra and {Ei} a partition of&V 
so that AE, E Ckn @ Ej, where k, --t og as n -+ 00. Then Yap is a tridiagonal 
algebra with respect o a partition Ri, where Rli E: Lat & and Rzi+, is an 
interval in Lat &. 
ProoJ: For each n, let L, = [&‘E,]. Then L, E Lat d and E, < L, < 
c~=k,O Ej~ Vjnk,Lj. S ince k, --) co and the {Ei} are disjoint, for each 
positive integer p there is a positive integer q such that whenever i < p and 
j > q, LiLj = 0. This property and a routine induction argument enables us 
to choose an increasing sequence 2 = 1, < t, < t, < ... of positive integers in 
such a way that if F, = L, and F, = V~L+;~-’ Lj, then the sequence of 
projections {F,} has the property that F,F, = 0 whenever 1 n - mJ > 2. Each 
F, E Lat &’ since every L, E Lat &‘. The fact that I= CE i @ Ei implies 
that VJ~, Lj = I, which, in turn, implies that V ,“, F, = I. For even integers, 
define R Zn = F,, . For odd integers, define R, = F, - F,F, and R,,- 1 = 
F zn-1 -F2n-,(F2,,-2 V F*,,) for n 2 2. Thus R,, E Lat & and R,,_, is an 
interval, for each n. The {R,} are pairwise disjoint and I > CF=, @ R, > 
x7=, F, > 1, so {R,} is a partition. Since the {F,} are invariant under ~2 
and have the property that {F,} can intersect F, only when /n - m 1 < 1, we 
have AR,, c R,, and AR,,-, c Rznp2 @ R2+, @ R2,,, for all n and A E &‘. 
This proves the proposition. 
A CSL tridiagonal algebra & is irreducible if there are no projections 
L E Lat ~2 with L’ E Lat &. For CSL algebras this is easily seen to be 
equivalent to the condition that the cornmutant of ~2 consists of scalar 
multiples of the identity [9, Lemma 1.11. If {Ei} is a partition of the identity 
then by T = diag(a, , al...) we mean the operator T = C aiEi. If (ai} is not 
bounded then T is a densely defined normal operator with EiZ > @i(T), the 
domain of T, for all i. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let xf’ be an irreducible tridiagonal CSL algebra. There 
exist derivations of & into xf which are not of the form 6, for any bounded 
operator S in 9(0?). 
Proof: Let (Ri} be an interval partition for & as in Proposition 4.1 and 
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let T be the operator diag(1, 2, 3,...) for (Ri}. The operator T is unbounded 
and is affiliated with the core g of 9. If A E ,d with A = A(Cy=, Ri) then 
AT- TA is bounded; denote this by 6(A). Now let x = x,1-, R,x, where 
Rix=xj and Ijx/J= 1. Then ~(A)x,~=O while ~(A)x,~+, = (AT- TA)xzi., 
= (2i+ l)Ax,i+, - (2iRzi + (2i + 1) R,;+, + (2i + 2) Rsi +Z)A~z;-, = 
RziAxzi+ 1 - R2i+2Ax*i+l. Hence S(A)x = R,(Ax, -Ax,) + R,(Ax, -- Ax:) 
+ . . . . Let ,? = -x, + xj - x5 + . . . , then /I.?() < 1 and A.< = -Ax, + Ax, -~ 
Ax, ... =-(R,Ax, + R,Ax,) + (R,Ax, + R,Ax, + R,Ax,) - (R,Ax, i 
R,Ax, + R,AxJ + .+. . Hence, JIAx^lj* = JIR,Ax,(l’ + IjR,(-Ax, + Au,)ll’ + 
IIR,Ax,[I’ + jjR,(Ax, - Ax,)j(’ + ... > lld(A)~/(~. and thus ilG(A)jj <llAli for 
A=A(R,+...+R,). For any AE.d we have ll(AT-TA)I(R,& 
... + R,,)(l < )lA I/, thus we can extend 6 to arbitrary A E .:J with liG(A)l( ‘i\ 
IjA //. 
We shall assume there is a bounded operator T,,, for which 6 = 6,{> and we 
shall reach a contradiction. Since T is diagonal with respect to a sequence of 
core projections it follows that 6(A) = 0 for any A E .V C’ .v”* = Y = % ‘. 
Hence, for A E 9, 6,,,(A) = 0 whence T, E 9” = W. Let S be the unbounded 
operator T - T,. Then S is normal since T and T,, are normal and commute. 
Since 6 = a,;,, for every A E .& we have (AS - SA)(Cy 1 R;) = 0, for all II. 
Hence, the spectral theorem for unbounded normal operators implies that the 
spectral measure for S commutes with .cJ. Since .v’ is irreducible S is a 
scalar multiple of I which contradicts the fact that S is unbounded. 
Determining the derivation space of an arbitrary CSL tridiagonal algebra 
will entail more technical structural considerations. For example, there exists 
a countable direct sum of irreducible CSL algebras. such that every 
derivation on each of them is inner, yet on the direct sum there exist 
noninner derivations. 
We shall call a CSL algebra A@’ a simple tridiagonal algebra provided that 
Y = Lat .d is generated by two discrete nests. Z ‘= (Pi} and X= {Qi]. such 
that O=P,<P,<P,c..., . ..<Q.<Q,<Q,=I. and P,-,<Q;<P,. 
for all i> 1. Set Rz,=Q,,P, andR,,-,=Q$P,-,. Then.d is completely 
determined by the relationship R2nL, 9 Rzn + Rzn . ?. That is, an operator 
A E .-J if and only of 
AR,, s R,, (1) 
and 
A 2n+,~1R2n+Rzni,$R?n+2. (2) 
It is easily seen that any simple tridiagonal algebra is irreducible and so has 
trivial commutant. 
LEMMA 4.3. Every tridiagonal CSL algebra is a subalgbra of a simple 
tridiagonal algebra. 
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Proof: Let {Ri} be the partition as in Lemma 4.1. Define Ni to be 
CjGzi@ Rj and Mi= Cjczi@ Rj. Then {Ni} =M and {Mi} =M are 
commuting nests satisfying the defining relations, and &’ c Alg(M V A). 
In the balance of this section we shall consider only simple tridiagonal 
algebras &‘. Thus we have a decomposition of H by the core projections Ri, 
and A E s?’ iff A satisfies Eqs. (1) and (2). Let I, and cO denote the usual 
sequence spaces with the sup norm. If {B,} E 1, and a, = pi + a.+ + /3, we let 
T denote the (possibly unbounded) operator T = C aiRi. As in Theorem 4.2, 
AT - TA for A in S? supported on R , + ..a + R, defines a bounded 
operator. The map A -+ AT - TA can be extended to A E M’ provided 
JIAT- TA I R, + ..e + R, ]] is uniformly bounded. We let 6 denote the map 
AT- TA for A supported on R, + .a. + R, for some n. When this map 
extends to S/ we denote it by 6,. 
LEMMA 4.4. The map 6 given by the sequence {B,} E 1, determines a 
derivation on XZ’ with /(&I/,= /l{/?,,}l/,. Moreover, S: M’ +X iff {p,} E c,, 
and each Ri isJinite rank. 
Proof For A E J, Eqs. (1) and (2) show that 
a(~)~,,=0 (3) 
and 
(4) 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 if A =A(R, + ... + R,) and 
x=x, + ‘.. +x,, for xi E RiZ, then there exists ,? with ]I?]] < ]]x]] and 
NAT- V4l,< llUUII, ll~ll. Hence, II&AI I CR, + es= +RJI ,< IWLIII, IIA II. 
Thus 6 extends to a map of & into k with ]]6]ld< ]](/?,}]I,. Clearly 6 is a 
derivation map and from Eq. (4) and suitably choosing A E &’ we have 
(] 6]]& = ]](/3,}]1,. The last statement concerning X can be deduced from the 
above, together with Proposition 3.1 in [9]. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let 6 be a bounded derivation on &’ into .58(X) for which 
6 ) kn, = 0. There exists a (possibly unbounded) operator T = C a,R, for 
which {a,-aa,-,}~l,and6=6,. 
ProoJ Let R, be the core projections determined by Eqs. (1) and (2). If 
A ES’ and B,CEGS?, then 6(BAC) = G(BA)C + BA6(C) = 6(B) AC + 
BG(A)C = B6(A)C. Let S be a partial isometry with initial space E in R,, 
and final space F in RZn + , . We show next that if A = FAE, then 
6(A) = -p2,A, where PZn is independent of all such A. The above calculation 
shows that 6(S) = FG(S)E and 6(A) = Fo(A)E. However, .6(S) factors as 
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6(S)=B,S=SB,, where B, = FB,F and B, = EB,E. Similarly. 
A=FAE=A,S=SA,, where A,=FA,F and A,=EA,E. Since A,Eli,. 
i= 1, 2. 6(A,) = 0 and we have, 
and 
&4)=6(SA,)=6(S)A, = B~SA, = B?A. 
Therefore, AB, = B,A for all A = FAE. A standard argument shows that 
B, = ,IE while B, = IF so that 6(S) = AS and 6(A) = AA for all A = FAE. By 
choosing sufficient S’s so their domains and ranges fill out Rz,, and R,, + , we 
may conclude that for a constant pZn, 6(A)= +?,A for all 
A=R >n+ JAR,, E A. 
Similarly. we obtain 6(A) =& ,A for A = Rznm, AR,,, E .d’. Now set 
~1,=Oand(1,+,=p,+...+p,orp,=a,+,~~~. Let T=Ccl,R,andwe 
shall show 6,= 6. It is enough to compute 6(A) and s,(A) for 
A =RIn+, AR,, or B = R2,_,BR2,. First 6(A) = +,,A = -(aZn+ , - u2,)A, 
while 6,(A) = AT- TA = AR,,TR,, - R2,,+,TR2,,+ ,A = u2,,A -- 
~2n+ ,A = -(a2n+, - a2n)A~ For B we have B=R,,_,BR?,, so 
4B) = Pz,-, B = (G - a,,-, )B and cYr(B) = BT - TB = B,R2,,TR2,, ~ 
R 2n-1TR2n-1 B = q,,B - uZn-,B = (a2,,-u:,m ,)B. 
The following lemma shows that whenever a derivation 6,. of a simple 
tridiagonal algebra ..d into a ultraweakly closed algebra .8 containing v is 
implemented by T E ,3’(r), then T E .d. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let 6, be a derivation of the simple tridiagonal algebra .:Y 
into rl, where T E .S?( p) and .f? is an ultraweakly closed algebra 
containing .d’. Then T E 8. 
ProoJ The derivation 6,1 gY maps ‘1, into d and since a>-, is 
amenable there exists a T, E .d so that 6, - ~3,~~ = 6, I ,~ restricted to I/‘, is 
zero.ThusT-TOED>,=PYandsoT=T,+T-T,,E.W. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let .ni be a. simple tridiagonal algebra and ./4 unj, 
ultraweakly closed algebra containing .d. Then H’(.B. I?) = I, /s, wshere 
s= {(/Ii) E I,, Isup,JC~,,p,j < co). Zf each Ri is finite rank rherl 
H’(.v’,~) = co/s,,, wheres,={(p,}Ec,1~~,,P,~O}. 
ProojI Let 6 be a derivation of .d into .8. Then 6: 9, ---t d and so there 
exists a T,, E, b with 6 - 6,I 9, = 0. Now 6 - 6,,, satisfies the hypothesis of 
Lemma 4.5. To compute H’(sJ, 9) we need to identify two derivations of 
Y’ into d which differ by a bounded operator in 8. Applying Lemma 4.5 
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let the two derivations be 6, for T= C a,Ri + To and 6,., for 
T’ = C aiRi + T;, where T,,, T; E 5? and {ai}, {a,!} are given in Lemma 4.5. 
Then T - T’ E 9 if and only if Jai - af 1 is bounded. Let /I, and /IA be the 
corresponding sequence for T and T’, that is XI=, pi = a,,+, and XI= i /?I = 
Thus the corresponding equivalence relation on I, is that 
g:=ii vi - p!) be bounded. 
Now we consider X as the range of a derivation 6. Since the essential 
commutant of gip is VP +X and the Ri are minimal core projections we 
may assume that 6 = 6z0 + a,, where T,, E .X and T = C aiRi. According to 
Lemma 4.4, an - a,- 1 -+ 0, that is, (/I,) E cO. To find H’(&, 3) we must 
identify two derivations which differ by a,, where K E X. Thus we consider 
representatives of the form 6, and a,,, where T is given by {ai} and T’ by 
{a;). It can be seen that they differ by a compact precisely when 
a, - aA + 0, that is, when a,-a~=C~=1(j3i-/3~)-0. Thus the 
equivalence relation on c0 is given by s,, and H’(xZ, X) = c,/s,. 
Remark. There are several properties of the space of derivations on a 
simple tridiagonal algebra &’ which should be mentioned. These follow 
almost directly from Theorem 4.7 and Lemmas 4.3-4.6. 
(1) &’ has derivation which are not implemented by any bounded 
operator. 
(2) The set of inner derivations of & into 5?(Z) is not closed and is 
not dense in the set of all derivations. 
(3) The inner derivations into .Z are not closed but are dense. 
(4) &’ has derivations which cannot be extended to the C* or W* 
algebra generated by ~8’. 
(5) Every derivation of & into Y(R) is strongly continuous. 
Remark. After obtaining the results in this section the authors received 
the thesis of Andersen [ 191 wherein the notion of tridiagonal operator is 
used. Andersen does not deal with algebras of these operators but does 
consider the norm of TA -AT, where A is a tridiagonal operator and T is a 
diagonal operator. See p. 394 of Andersen [ 191. 
5. COMPACT PERTURBATIONS OF ALGA 
In [7], Fall, Arveson, and Muhly prove that Alg 9 + .YY is norm closed 
whenever 9 is a nest. Here X denotes the family of compact operators on 
Z. This result is one of the ingredients used in their characterization of the 
elements of Alg P +X as the “quasitriangular” operators with respect to 
Pp. Further results in this direction can be found in [ 14, Corollary 4.3 and 
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Proposition 7.11. In a negative direction Davidson and Fong ]5 ] give an 
example of an abelian weakly closed algebra .d for which .v/’ + R is not 
closed. In this section we show that Alg 9’ + .f is closed whenever i is a 
finite-width commutative subspace lattice. 
Throughout this section we fix the following notation: 2, . . . . . 2,? are II 
mutually commuting nests on p. I;/’ = Yi V ... V 2iz and .Y’ = Alg J = 
Alg Y; n Alg 9$ n ... n Alg Yi. The diagonal of Alg Yi, the von Neumann 
algebra of all operators which commute with Y{ is denoted by 9;. Each ‘J, 
has an abelian commutant (namely, the von Neumann algebra generated b> 
i,, the core of Alg Y;). 
We shall also need, for each i, an expectation vi of ,z@‘( p) on !Xi. The 
unitary group in a3f is abelian, hence amenable. An invariant mean on the 
unitary group gives rise, via a standard construction, to an expectation on 
Yi. It is not necessary, however, to use the full unitary group in order to 
obtain an expectation. Any group of unitaries which generates ‘I’; as a van 
Neumann algebra may be used. The particular group we shall use here is the 
group i’/i of all unitaries of the form I- 2E, where E is a simple projection 
from yj. If one takes an invariant mean M’ on Y<., then vi is given by the 
formula (vi(r), f) = ML( U*TU, f), where f is an ultraweakly continuous 
linear functional on .$(.F) and U runs through the group @.. The main 
properties of vi which we shall need are the facts that vi has norm 1, IC/, is 
the identity on Yi, vi has the expectation property, ~/i(C7’D) = Cy/,( 7)O. for 
all C, D E Vi, and (in Lemma 5.4) vi(r) always lies in the ultraweakly 
closed convex hull of the set ((I - 2E) T(Z - 2E) / E is a simple projection in 
ii}. Expectations constructed in a similar special way are used in (8 (. 
The next lemma does not actually require that each li be a nest. One 
could permit < to be an arbitrary commutative subspace lattice. 
LEMMA 5.1. For each i = I,... n, yi(. d) CI .Y . 
ProoJ: Fix i, let A E .d, and let P E 2;, for some j = l,.... n. Since 
:/ E Alg Y;, we have PI-AP = 0. Now, P commutes with each projection in 
<, so P E Gi. Therefore, P1yi(A)P = tyi(PIAP) = 0. Thus y/,(A) E Alg 3. 
for each j. which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let .d be a von Neumann algebra with abelian commutant 
V. Let IC/ be an expectation of .%‘(.iF”) onto .8. Let iy be the compact 
operators. Then y(Z) 5.f. Further, IT El,Ez,..., is the set of minimal 
projections in V, then w(K) = CE, E,KE,, for each K E .iy . In particular, iJ 
‘V is nonatomic, then I,@?) G (0). 
Proof: Let E,, E, ,..., be the set of minimal projections in ‘&, let 
E = J’y , Ei, and let F = I -E. Fix a compact operator K. Observe that 
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w(K) = (E + F) w(K) = &(K) + Q(K) 
= Ey(K)E + Fy(K)F 
= y(EKE) + y/(FKF). 
We show first that #KF) = 0. Let E > 0. Since F contains no minimal 
projections and K is compact, there exist in %Y mutually orthogonal subpro- 
jections F, ,..., F, of F such that F = Cy=i Fi and ))F,KF,)) < E, all i = l,..., n. 
Then 
II YWWII = IbVWII = IIWW 
= SUP \IF,KF,~) < E. 
Since E is arbitrary, yl(FKF) = 0. Thus w(K) = y(EKE). If G, = Ci>n Ei, 
then calculations similar to those above yield 
y(K) = f y(EiKEi) + v(G,KG,)* 
i=l 
Since Ei is minimal in g’, E,KE, E 9, so ty(E,KE,) = EiKEi, for each i. 
Thus 
y/(K) = 2 E,KE, + ty(G,KG,). 
i=l 
Again let E > 0. Since K is compact, there is an integer N, such that if 
IZ > N,, I( G,KG, 11 < E. Hence I/ ty(G,KG,J < E, for all IZ > N,. This shows 
that y(K) is compact and w(K) = xi”1 EiKEi. 
Throughout the rest of this section, id shall denote the identity map of 
B(R) onto itself. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let 9 be a volt Neumann algebra with abelian commutant 
and let 9 be a commutative subspace lattice contained in 9. Assume that 
Alg 9 +X is norm closed. Then (9 n Alg 9) + 2” is norm closed. 
Proof Let tq be an expectation on 3. Let Aj E 27 n Alg Y’, let Kj E Z’, 
and suppose that Aj + Kj --t A. Then yl(Kj) E X for all j, and I = Aj for 
all j, so 
y(Aj + Kj) = Aj + W(Kj) + v(A)* 
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Since Aj E Alg Y for all j, Aj + v(Kj) E Alg Y’ + .?Y. By hypothesis. 
Alg 9 + 2’ is closed, hence v/(A) E Alg 4” + .a. Write v(A) = A, + K,,. 
with A, E Alg Y, K, E .X1 Then y(A) = y(ty(A)) = t+v(A,) + ty(K,). As soon 
as we observe that v(K,) E X, zp(A,) E 29, and ry(A,) f Alg 9 we obtain 
y(A) E (9 fl Alg P) +.X1 Only v(A,) E Alg rt/ needs a bit of argument: if 
P E 2+ then, since 9 c 2, P-v(A,)P - t&P’-A, P) = y(O) = 0. 
SinceA=A-W(A)+ly(A)andW(A)E(.snAlg~j+.jy,wecanfinish 
the proof of the lemma by showing that A - w(A) = (id - ci/)(A ) E .r. We 
already have (id - ty)(Aj) = 0 for all j, and (id - w)(X) E .T. Therefore 
(id - w)(A,~ + Kj) = (id - w)(Kj) + (id - y)(A) and (id - w) E ,P. as desired. 
In 17 1, Fall et al. define a linear subspace, ,Y, of ,&W) to be local if the 
compact operators in 9 separate points in ,Y‘, , the space of all ultraweakly 
continuous linear functionals on 2‘. Equivalently, .i is local if and only if 
the ultraweak closure of .Y n.3 contains 2’. They then prove that if i is 
norm closed and local, then .9 +.X’ is norm closed. When 9 is a nest, 
Alg Y is local; when 9 is finite width, Alg I/’ certainly need not be local. 
(In extreme cases, Alg Y may contain no compact operators whatsoever.) 
As will be seen in the proof of Theorem 5.5, it is possible to break Alg 2 
into pieces, one of which is local while the remainder may be handled bq 
applications of Lemma 5.3. 
We return now to the specific choices for 2, . . . . . Y;, .d, and w, ,..., w,, 
described at the beginning of this section. Further, since id - vi appears 
frequently, we shall denote it always by Gi. Also, let 6’= I+?,$, .., ..* $, 
Finally, sp written before a set will always designate the ultraweaklv closed 
linear span of that set. 
LEMMA 5.4. The norm closure of O(.uf’) is contained in .Y and is local. 
ProojY By Lemma 5.1 each vi maps .ti’ into itself. Hence I+?~( Y”) or ,:L. 
for all i. and so 8(,&) c .:3. Since .d is norm closed, the norm closure of 
e(.rf’) is contained in .d. 
For each i, let Ei and Fi be intervals from 4 such that Ei~ F, and 
E, 6 Fj. (Recall that Ei < Fi means that Ei TF, E Alg I. for all T E fl(, V).) 
We claim that if rE,.GY(-r) is such that T=E, *.. E, TF, ... F,, then 
T E ~9(. d’). Indeed, since T = E, TF,, we have wi( r) = v,(E, TF,) = 
Ei vi( T) Fi = vi(T) E,F, = 0 for each i. Hence gi(T) = T for all i, and SO 
T== B(T) 6 L?(d). 
We next claim that 19(-d) is contained in the ultraweakly closed linear 
span of all operators of the form E, . . . E I TF, ... F,, where E;, Fi are 
intervals from 2’ with Ei < Fi and E, I Fi. In order to see this, fix A E ,Y. 
Because of the special construction of ‘c/~, $,(A) = A - cl/,(A) is an element 
of the ultraweakly closed convex hull of {A - (I - 2E) A(Z - 2E) [ E is a 
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simple projection in ik; }. Since A - (I - 2E) A(1 - 2E) = 2EA + 2AE - 
4EAE = 2EAE’ + ZE’AE, we obtain 
$,(A) E sp(EAE’ ] E is a simple projection in 9i) 
c sp{E,AF, (E,, F, are intervals fromPi, E, <PI, and E, _L F,). 
Since $,(A) E M’, we may repeat this argument o get 
$,$,(A) E sp{E, $,(A) F, ] E,, F, are intervals from 
E sp{E,E,AF,F, ] Ei, Fi are intervals from q, 
Ei+Fi,andE,lFi,i=1,2}. 
(The inclusion follows readily from the fact that multiplication is 
ultraweakly continuous separately in each of its variables.) A routine 
induction argument now proves the claim. 
Since EXF is ultraweakly dense in E9(Z’)F, the two claims show that 
the norm closure of 6(d) is local. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let 9 be a commutative subspace lattice offinite width. 
Then Alg ip +X is norm closed. 
ProoJ: We use induction on the width of 9. The case of width one (the 
nest algebra case) is proven in [ 71. So assume that P has width n and that 
the theorem holds for all lattices of width less than n. Write 
Y=Y,V . . . V Pn, where each q is a nest; let gi = Ppf be the diagonal of 
Alg g and let v/j be an expectation on gi constructed as above. Let 
J&’ = Alg 9. Each Qi has abelian commutant, so Lemma 5.3 will be 
applicable with gi in place of 9. Let A, E -oP, Kj E CX, and A, + Kj + T. 
Write 
= yl(r> t v’~$~(T) + .a. + w,,$,-~ *.. G,(r) + 9, ... G,(T). 
We shall prove that each term in this last sum lies in H +X. 
The final term yields to Lemma 5.4: with B= 9, a.. $i, t9(Aj) E O(J) for 
all j, t9(K,) E X’ for all j, and O(Aj) + t9(Kj) = O(Aj + Kj) --t O(T). Since the 
norm closure, O(d), is local, we get B(T) E O(d) + X 5 & +X. 
For the remaining terms in the sum, the notations ZZ’~ = ni+k Alg q = 
Alg(Vi+ek=%) and 4= yk@k-l ... 3, will be useful. Note that f3i is simply 
v1 and that &k is a reflexive algebra whose lattice has width n - 1. By the 
induction hypothesis, JQk +X is closed, for all k. It then follows from 
Lemma 5.3 that Qk n J$ + X is closed, for all k. For all j and all k < n, we 
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have: e,(Kj) E .X, O,(Aj) E &, and @,(A~) E Qk. Since gk n .d = 9, n ,CJ~ 
and ok(Aj) + @k(Ki) = o,(Aj + Kj) + 8,(T), we obtain Bk(T) E %1,, n ,dk + 
%~ C c@’ + ,X. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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